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70Midway island・out reef 
Most beautiful GT in my having met until now 
A wind is becoming somewhat strong. A big surge becomes a wave and breaks in reef edge. Then, the adverse wind put back splash and 
generated the mist of the shape of a fine fog. The mist is drifting so that a sea surface may be licked. With sunrise, an intense orange shine in 
an reef edge side, mist serves as a rainbow like a small fragment, and it begins to move rhythmically according to a wave and a wind. And it 
scattered by the large wave which comes in again. 
The morning came on to the MIidway also today at 6:30. Our boat of the center console of 26ft placed to the line (70-80m) exactly from reef 
edge. Upheaval coral like a rude rock seemed to continue endlessly beltlike in me. I hung the popper's line somewhat longer than usual, and 
started casting. I fished GT of 50Lb in the 5th casting. 
And after 10 minutes that fellow came suddenly. 
Offense and defense of me and 100Lb GT 
GT tears a wave, pushes away a wind, and as the whole body has been danced in the air, it takes lure. Although the huge body tried swallow a 
lure with water, a lure separated only by being pushed in underwater to too much pressure.  
I retrieve the line about 10m quickly and cross the first sinked rock near the reef edge. Out of the breaking bubble of a wave, GT show his head 
of a deep-black semicircle and his big dorsal fin, and began to follow lure just like a nuclear submarine. 
Moreover I drawn ＧＴ near to near the boat, and I was going to stalled the lure. When his big mouth opened suddenly from under his brow, I felt 
the lure was sucked into his mouth constantly with salt water. Moreover, a biting started.  
Quickly, I drew the lure near the boat, and I made ＧＴ do miss biting, and I twitched again,.  
GT pounced on the lure from side again, GT stooped his back such as Dolphin dive on the water surface, finally ＧＴ disappered with raising 
spray by a caudal fin. The rod bent such the bow at once, and my body was ahead pulled before drag of a reel sounded. Although David, a 
captain, was Mick's pinch hitter, he reacted quickly and turned the head of a boat to the direction in the offing. It is as an arrangement. I 
deduced to the portion of a lure that hooked fish from the angle of the line pulled out, and signed to Captain fine tuning of advance of a boat by 
my hand. I stopped the rod at the angle of 45 degrees and I was being elated to the STELLA sound.Adrenalin ran about to my inside of the 
body, and I felt that the body returned from morning mind feeling languid to powerful muscles. 
I decide a rod work, calculating the position of fish and submarine geographical and the motion of a boat.  
The position of the fish hooked lure is an important element when you controll a fish with a rod. That is, it is from which the shock leader is 
extended or attaching lure to which of a face or a mouth. Captain moves a boat to the offing slowly, and the line is moving to the right toward 
the back little by little. If GT will dive into many sinked rocks and slits, a line break will be carried out in the twinkling of an eye. 10 minutes 
passed. Huge GT is filled power because the captain is moving the boat. GT is swimming near the seabed slowly with trying reversal how many 
times. Probably, ＧＴ will not be noticed I keep away from the sinke rocks.                                     ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 
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15 minutes have passed. I felt fatigue, because the lactic acid 
begins to circulate through my muscles. 
Although the power of GT has not declined so much, it is 
being begun to shrink the distance certainly. 
Mr. Hirayama murmured by the amazed look "The GT here is 
a ghost." When I was seen a fish finder, the depth is 36ft. The 
sea of light of a morning is hidden in clouds and is gray 
heavily. 
I could begin to be seen the small sihouette of fish in the 
ultramarine indigo color. I ask a captain that I have a boat 
made neutral, and try lifting. A wave is beginning to go up to 
rear deck when the wind becoming still stronger. 
.GT of 100Lb has appeared. When a fish came to directly 
under, I did in the match at a stretch. I press down so that the 
bottom of a reel may be locked by hand, and I start putting a 
rod under maximum pressure and floating the head of a fish. 
When I raised vent of a rod just before broking, in addition, big 
fish was still going to thrust into the seabed. However, I cope 
with it by dropping a knee and the waist, and put under 
pressure again. 
I turn out that the head began to float little by little after the 
fight for about 10 seconds. Although the caudal fin was 
greatly moved in order that the huge body as deep black may 
consider swim again toward the seabed, the game was 
already finished 
 
The huge fish floated in the sea surface after 18 minutes. This 
ＧＴ was struck The release gaff to the mouth and pulled up 
by three persons of David, Mr. Hirayama, and me. Although 
David measured immediately, the balance till 40kg attached to 
the ship has swung past the maximum We decided to 
measure by eye measurement reluctantly. In order for David 
to say, it is between 45kg to 50kg. Length is over 1m50cm. 
Generally, it will be about 100Lb. 
The eye was small and GT of black blue is cool and intrepid 
countenance. Beautiful GT is wildness brazenly severely 
strongly. I had looked for ＧＴ of black blue once and have 
been to Midway Island. GT has not been fished in the out lreef 
there. Nobody has fished by lure casting there. I have found 
this reason that it has been seemingly in complicated reef 
edge form. The sinked rocks which became intricate shallowly 
is edge in the shape of a puzzle, and the large wave which 
comes in from the Pacific Ocean guards approach shallow for 
some distance. 
Moreover, a triple hook is prohibition in a regulation. 
 
We made the arrangement careful before departure. The out 
leaf of Midway Island is so severe. 
 
An extract of the Angling “offense and defense in Midway” of 
the magazine. By Suzuki Fumio 
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紫電 908 
脅威の貫通力！ 

 

 

3/0 5ｐｃ    ￥ 640- 5/0 4pc  ￥ 640- 6/0 4pc   ￥ 640- 

7/0 4pc   ￥ 750- 8/0 4pc  ￥ 750- 9/0 5pc   ￥1.080- 

10/0 5pc  ￥1.080- 11/0 4pc ￥1.080- 12/0 3pc  ￥1.080- 

13/0 3pc   ￥1.080-   

5/0 slim shaft 4pc ￥ 640- 8/0slim shaft 4pc￥ 750- 10/0slim shaft 5pc ￥1.080- 

 

          ■ ideal and universal hook proportion 

Outstanding  penetration ! 

■ light and tough wire specification、 

■ electromagnetism tin coat prevents rust 

 ■ siden 908 thin has keen top 

■ tough wire holds a fish firmly! 

 

 

 

  

紫電808 SIDEN 
The keen point of Siden 808 hook 

penetrates the mouth of any fish. 

Semi-long  taper hook point. 

With practical length from barb to top of 

this hook, the barb of natural bent 

enlarged 10% bigger. 

Siden 808 prevent a fish escaping with 

preeminent penetration and hooking. 

Also, prevent get tangled around jigs. 

Siden 808 is made of Titanium coat and 

planishing beautiful form. 

Super-strength , light wire specification 

would be good for Japanese Yellow Fin. 

Moreover, Siden 808 hold firmly, big Dog 

Tooth Tuna, and Amberjack. 

10/0, 11/0, 12/0, 13/0 are special made 

for huge fish. 

 

 

FISHERMAN 

 
Natural Bent form with outstanding strength. 

Siden 808 would pierce more deeply by using 

power  from the fish escaping. 

Siden 808 with beautiful curvilinear form 

distributes the power which would be straight and 

the power in which  it breaks, in the curve of the 

whole hook, and maintains super-strength. 

Siden 808 is a form of the round curve near a 

circle  jig and hook cannot twine easily. 

 

  

SIDEN908  

  
 

An eye point inclines 7 degrees. 

It was welded precisely .  

Optimal angle for assist line. 

Siden 808 enlarged the barb about 10% than 

another domestic hooks. 

The angle of barb is same with bent of taper. 

It is easy to pierce the mouth of a fish, and 

difficult to escape. 

Barb of Siden 808 is inside of point than parallel 

line of axis eye point. 

This angle prevent the hook troubles with jig. 

Welding of an eye prevents wear of an assist line. 

7 inclinations of eye point will enter inside ideally, 

when assist line is connected. 

You can catch certainly, even the fish that is not 

biting well! 
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FISHERMAN 防水バッグ   ８㍑ price ￥6.380-    MINI ３㍑  price ￥5.280- 

カラー全４色 青 黒 赤 カーキ 

 

 
 

 

FISHERMAN fishing BAG  price ￥12.800- 

size width 40cm   depth 26cm  height 30cm 

colors ３ all  black  coyote    camouflage 
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FISHERMAN  

Cotton T-shirt  Dry T-shirt  Super dry T-shirt. I have 3 kinds  

The cotton T-shirt is quick with good lightness of the intimacy place, sweat, absorption is the feature. 

Texture seems to have been dried, and a dry T-shirt makes a khan disappear promptly.            

Fit tends to be dried* lightly well, and the super dry T-shirt is refreshing and light-weight with 97g. 

price￥2.300-～￥4.290- 
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FISHERMAN fishing Caps  price ￥2.530- 

 

 

 SPOOL CASE  &  REEL CASE                         FISHERMAN 

SPOOL CASE is necessaries when packing a spare spool. REEL CASE is convenient for carrying of a reel. Since, and there is size from 

medium size reels to large saize reels, and there are various colors, it is convenient to distinguish.  

They are the goods which have functionality and practicality.   Size: M, L    4Color: FlashBlue, RoyalBlue, Red, Black 

●REEL CASE 

EXAMPLE 

ＬＬ:STELLA20000・Bait reel forTrolling50W etc. ￥3.380- 

Ｌ: EX5000～PENN9500S etc.  ￥3.030- 

Ｍ: STELLA 4000～6000 etc.  ￥2,780-  

●SPOOL CASE 

EXAMPLE 

Ｌ: STELLA 10000～PENN9500SS etc.  ￥1,310- 

Ｍ: HiA4000 ～PENN6500SS etc.     ￥1.190- 

FISHERMAN 

 LONG JIG BAG ￥8.350- 

Since a material is nylon for work, it is 

strong, and it is lightweight and is 

compact! 

vertical x width = 280 x 285mm 

pocket numbers: 8 + 9 =17 pockets 

 

 

 SHORT JIG BAG ￥9.080- 

It is the "double pocket" specification which can put in a jig 

in large quantities. The lower stage can be also packed 

LONG JIG and is convenient! .  

Two mesh pockets which can be put in the assist hooks are 

attached. vertical x width = 300 x 435ｍｍ 

 

 

 HAND BAG ￥3.510- 

It is very convenient for the 

packing at the time of the 

 expedition.! 

2Color: Navy, Parple Blue 

 

SPINNING HARNESS  \26.400-    Color:Navy   Full Harnese    

A rod is flexibly fixed in hips and the waist. And since an angler's both hands are made free always, it does not get tired.  

An angler is supported safely! . Any spinning reels can be equipped by one-touch. Since an angler maintains balance firmly, he feels easy and 

gets a fight. If it uses together with Dog harness, a fight with big fish will become easy further. 

    
★Since a saucer part is 6 angle bolt, it is easily exchangeable. The combination of a color is free! . 
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 FLAT HARNESS  ￥28.200- 

 

PAT. 3100757 PAT. 1204768 
Since FISHERMAN FLAT HARNESS is flat, anglers can lean against the edge of boat. The 

saucer hold the rod end. Angler are easy to walk by this form design. 

Angler feel sonfortable, because the thick pad protect anglers. 
Because the thick pad, anglers can lean against the edge of boat. 

 

 
01 Gold x Gold  02 Gold x Silver  03 Silver x Silver  04 Silver x Gold  

05 RoyalBlueR x Silver  06 Black x Red  07 Purple x RoyalBlue   

08 LightBlue x RoyalBlue   09 Red x Gold  10 Gold x Red 

  
 

 WAIST SUPPORTER ￥4.290- 

The waist is supported broadly and your 

waist is protected from severe jigging and 

severe casting, and a fight. 

  

 FISHING BELT ￥2.180- 

It is the fishing belt of an easy desorption 

formula. It can equip also with a waist 

supporter or a pliers case. 

 

 FISHING PAD  \1,410- 

It is light and is convenient for a fight, jigging, 

pamping, etc.! . 

 

FISHERMAN ＯＣＥＡＮ ＣＲＵＩＳＥＲ 

 ＯＣＥＡＮ ＣＲＵＩＳＥＲ JACKET ＆ OVER PANTS  \31.850-  

Color： ＊NAVY ＊RED   

  

 

 SYSTEM GLOVES  ￥4..080-  
This SYSTEM GLOVES prevent frictional heat that is  damage fishing line. And there is no difference 

of line system, when anglers tighten firmly the fishing line. 

Anglers can make the line system with he wear this gloves, because thumb part open. 

Anglers can tithten the knot by the silicone rubber. And silocone rubber prevent slip of PE line and 

Shock Leader. If angler’s hand wet, they are eaxy to wear this gloves because this cloth is nylon 

jersey. 
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3Ｄ super cool power glove 

FISHERMAN“the pioneer of saltwater fishing gloves” produced the new gloves that is the new feeling of 3D sewing up, 

3Ｄ super cool power glove was made from the practice research of holding the grip of rod. it is the shape of resting the hand 

This gloves reduce an unpleasant  sweat by using the mesh fabric for the palm. It is  easy to dry,  

and  reduce the sense of oppression  It is attractive that the gloves are dry at half the time of  normal Fisherman glove 

 (Ratio of  our company)３D power glove is the second generation super cool glove. 

 It was made from the Fisherman company's 15 years product career. 

The super-short delta band was adopted in the wrist part of this gloves, and the tightening feeling of the wrist was lost.  

Comfortable fit.3D power glove reinforced the index finger with double amara 

Ring finger and little finger are coated with amara+honeycomb silicon rubber. 

It is an art of superior Japanese 3D cutting & needlework.  

It is a glove of an excellent technique three-dimensionally assembled with 50 parts. 

■     Size 3L XL L M S  Color: ●Black ●Red ●Blue ●Navy 
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 HIGH GRIP GLOVES  ￥7.030- 
The croth of the palm of a hand is double, and is attached the 

silicone. And this silicone of new material is very soft and the 

feeling of wearing is very soft also. It is same material to 

FISHING GROVES. Your hand is protected. 

Color: ●Black ●Red ●Blue ●Navy 

Size: S /M /L,/XL/ XLA/3Ｌ 

 

 SUPER COOL GLOVES  ￥7.030-  

It is good for summer.  

This groves is hole to the palm of a hand. 

Color and size is the same as a High grip groves. 

Color: ●Black ●Red ●Blue ●Navy 

 

 FISHING GLOVES  ￥5.810- 
This glove protects your hand from the severe casting at the time of GT 

fishing. The back of hand is made a double mesh, and "AMARA" population 

leather is used for the palm of handt. Furthermore, since the fingertip is 

reinforced, it can use also for hand landing. 

It is excelence groves. 

Size: S /M /L/XL/ XLAColor: ●Black ●Red ●Blue ●Navy ●Purple 

●Flash Green ●Flash Pink ●Flash Yellow 

 

 
HIGH GRIP GROVES        FISHING GROVES 

 ＳＵＰＥＲ ＳＴＥＡＬＴＨ  （Shock Leader for PE line） 

 
 

■ STEALTH DESIGHN・・・It is super clear! It is difficult to be seen from the fish !   The color was close to salt water more. 

■ ABSORBER DESIGHN・・・It is absorbed with shock as loading down (more regular) it.  While protecting the PE line, are caused drastically 

decreased coming off and cutting the mouth. 

■ EASY KNOT DESIGHN・・・The range of temperature are wide (40℃～-15℃), and you can make the knot easily.  It is optimal to winter 

season fishing (our company tester demonstrated in －10℃.. 

■ 2 SEED STRENGTH STRUCTURE DESIGHN・・・. This SUPER STEALTH make done free the lure movement. While it is strong coating the 

surface, it keeps the softness of the best in the world. 

■ 60m(It’ 

18lb ￥1,390- 20lb   ￥1,450- 25lb ￥1,510- 
30lb ￥1,570- 35lb   ￥1,600- 40lb ￥1,630- 
50lb ￥1,690- 55lb   ￥1,760-  60lb ￥1,820- 
70lb ￥1,940- 80lb   ￥2.050-  100lb ￥2.310- 
120lb 2.370- 130lb ￥2,410- 150lb  ￥2,600- 
170lb ￥2,790- 200lb ￥2,900-  
220lb  BG￥3.150- 240lb  BG￥3.380  
鯛Fluorocarbon 100％・100ｍ ＃3￥3.660- ＃4￥4.060-- 

s economic !)・・・It is the economic efficiency of the up 30% with the length of  10 m + 50 m. 
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 ＫＧ１２０ TRIPLE HOOK 6/0                                                  HOOK ZINC  

    

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

 SOFT POWER HANDLE  PT.  ￥1.130- CERTIFICATE OF UTILITY MODEL REGISTRATION  REGISTRATION No.3097345                     

 
4 colors: Black,Red, Blue 

Choice to match the color of the rod or you. 

 

The amount of the fish will be up! It is warm in winter and 

cool in summer by making EVA. 

  
 

Since this handle can be attached to the small reel easily to which the small 

handle type grip (spinning and bait). equipping easy, super-lightweight, grip is 

pleasant and sensitive. 

It is the form where the know-how of the globular shape power handle of 

FISHERMAN was condensed! . Angler is hard to get tired also with prolonged 

fishing, and is the design which is easy to take a strike of the fish.  

 

 

 
\3.860-（in 10 hooks） ￥2.060-（in 5 hooks） ￥840-（in 2 hooks） 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

It is the hook which a designer, a hook craftsman, and fisherman 

gathered each pro's work for big fish.  

 

It is the triple hook for winning to the huge fish! 

 

 

 

\950- 
ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

It is the anticorrosive  of 

 the hook!! .  

The rust is made to stop with 

electrolysis zinc!!  
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（MINI SLEEVE） ￥620-  

ＸＬ  220ｌｂ～170ｌｂ （25pieces）   25ｐｓ   

Ｌ   170ｌｂ～150ｌｂ  （25p）  25ｐｓ    

Ｍ  150ｌｂ～80ｌｂ  （30p）   30ｐｓ     

Ｓ   80ｌｂ～40ｌｂ  （30p）   30ｐｓ 

1 piece Weight   

ＸＬ 0.15ｇＬ 0.12ｇ  Ｍ 0.10ｇ  Ｓ 0.08ｇ 

Plier case Pliers ￥900- 

 

 

 

 
 

Cuｈｓion –Tube ￥620- （15p））  

２５size    ＃150～＃１００   15pieces 

２２size    ＃120（320ｌｂ）～150ｌｂ  15ｐｓ 

２０size    240ｌｂ～80ｌｂ    15ｐｓ 

１６size     30ｌｂ～130ｌｂ  20ｐｓ 
 

 

FISHERMAN・System Pliers PAT 
FISHERMAN SystemPlier PAT 

 pliers ￥4.810-  

（ with pliers case ） 
 

 
 

Ｔhe FISHERMAN system pliers can surely attach the  light, small  

and  strong super-mini sleeve. This pliers strongly connects the shock  

leader to the GT popper , keeping the strength . 

The combination of Fisherman system pliers and super mini sleeve will cover 

 all the connection of shock leader 840lb to 220 lb ) to  many kind of lures.  

The tip of the blade of FISHERMAN system pliers PAT is a utility model 

 (Patent Office) that arose in a longtime field test. please do not cut  

the wire line with this cutter .Super-mini aluminum sleeve has been gained  

results for years in the field test. so many  

Anglers have been desiring the connection of shock leader  

and Lures with certainty The aluminum sleeve only for the nylon line is  

surely locked by closing with  the tip of the blade of the system pliers Moreover,  

the new cushion tube will be released for big game  

Anglers. this tube has durability and flexibility 
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Super light weight mini sleeve are so suitable for shock leader 30lb to 80lb. the weight of this sleeve is only 0.08g.  

The influence of weight on the lure and jigs will be supressed to the minimum   

Fisherman super mini sleeve S Super Stealth 30lb -80lb  Ｔhis plier can used from seabass fishing to jigging.  

this is the plier with diversity  that can be used from small minnow’s split ring to jigging   

he shape is so smooth and simple design. 

This shape will be fit to the all Anglers. the efficient patent is in the body that is so convenient and compact. 

there is a feature on the cutter that can cut the PE line and shock leader without any stress. 

The design of the part of sleeve press was recognized as Utility Model PAT by the Patent Office. 
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 OCEAN PLIERS  
It is the strong and very lightweight body made from 

the Magnesium alloy. 

Moreover, the design of a soft curve is the form 

where it gets used to man's hand. 

●BigGame￥24.000- 

●LightGame￥2.800- 

Color: Blue/Silver/Gold/Black 

 COMBI OCEAN PLIERS  
It is the cool combination! 

●BigGame ￥26.400 

●LightGame ￥25.200-  

Color: Blue x Siover 

Gold x Silver / Red x Silver 

Black x Silver /Purple x Silver 
 

 COMBI PLIERS Ti （titanium color）  

COMBI PLIERS evolved..  

Furthermore, it became strong to rust! . 

●BigGame ￥26.600- 

●LightGame ￥25.500-  

Color: Ｂlue x Ti / Purple x Ti 

Red x Ti / Black x Ti  

Green x Ti / Ti x Ti 

  Common size   ★BigGame (the dead weight 127g): The sprit ring correspond to :60lb～300lb  

★LightGame (the dead weight 125g): The sprit ring correspond: to 20lb～200lb  
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  オーシャンプライヤー TypeF  price￥8.800-                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GT プライヤーケース￥2.180- OCEAN プライヤーケース￥2.730- ● 
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Power Handle ￥8.580-   Type２ ￥9.570- （STELLA・SW8000～30000 SALTIGA4000～6500BigGame） 

It is a big game handle of a peculiar design.  

The mushroom type handle thought the ease of grasping  

as important. Many big fish had been fished by this handle.  

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

  

 

 

BigGame Power Handle Type３ 

BigGame Power Handle Type3 ￥9.330- 

LightGame Power Handle (Type3 ￥8.050- 

 Colorｓ・・■Black＆■White 
The Power Handle Type3 is light weight, it is advantageous for lure casting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FISHERMAN power soft handle 117（PSH・117） PAT・3097345  AR2500～3000、FW3000～4000 ・￥2.290-    

 SW4000～6000、ツインパワー4000～6000・￥2.600- SW8000～20000、Twin power 8000～20000 ￥2.830-- 

 
Colorｓ ●Black ●Gray ● Red  ●Blue  4Colorｓ  

 

 

A light weight, a compact with a sufficient grip feeling  

A hand does not get tired. 
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★SHIMANO ＊98＆99 STELLA 10000～16000   （color: Silver, Gunmetal, Blue） 

＊95STELLA 6000～10000  ＊95STELLA 6000H～10000H  (95STELLA is twotone: Gunmetal, Blue) 

★DAIWA ＊TD-X HiA 6000 ＊T-Z 6000iT ＊HiA 5500 ＊Exi 5000  （color: Silver, Gunmetal, Blue） 

＊SALTIGA- Z 4000～4500 （color: Gold, Silver, Blue, Red） 

★RYOBI  ＊FISHING SAFARI 15000  （color: Silver, Gunmetal, Blue） 

★PENN ＊7500SS / 8500SS / 9500SS  （color: Gold） 

★MAMIYA ＊AHAB 8 and 12 / AHAB 12 and 20  （color: Silver, Gunmetal, Blue） 

  CLOSED BACK CAP  ￥2,310- 
★for DAIWA SALTIGA-Z 4000～4500 

color: Silver, Red, Gold, Blue 

★for DAIWA SALTIGA-Z 5000～6000 (GT) 

color: Silver, Red, Gold, Saltiga Silver 

 

This "hole-less cap" is strong to damage from salt water. (handle 

contrary side) 

Color : Saltiga Blue, Saltiga Silver, 

 

 
FISHERMAN 

 

 SPOOL BAND  \1.180- 

Color: Blue 

Size:★S: DAIWA 2500 class 

★M: DAIWA 4000 class 

★L: DAIWA 6000 class 

 
FISHERMAN 

 

 DRAG GREASE  \1.180- 

This oil grease has affinity in plastics, such as a Teflon washer, and lubricate completeness to 

metal washers, such as stainless steel and aluminum.  

And outstanding characteristic is demonstrated. Now, the maintenance of a reel becomes easy! 

Sea water-proof nature and heat nature resistance resistance are combined, and it can be used it 

for a gear, a handle grip, the bearing of a roller part, etc. 

 a 4ml bottle 

 SPOOL COVER  PT.P   

Type１ Ｌ size ￥1.180- （in a two）  /  Ｍ size ￥970- （in a two） Type2 Ｌ size ￥940- （in a one）  /  Ｍ size ￥840-（in a one） 

 

 

The characteristic of Type１ 
It is the type on which a spool is put from a 

top. Since a spool is covered completely, a 

spool is firmly protected at the time of 

prolonged movement. 

Since in two piece, it is a value price! 

 

The characteristic of Type２ 
The desorption of the spool cover can be 

carried out simply, equipped with a jig or a line. 

Moreover, the whole can also be put by 

changing the position of a piece of Velcro. 

 

 

*Under patent application.  

*Under industrial new design application. 

 

 

 

 

Common size 

● L size 

DAIWA 5000～6000 

SHIMANO 10000～20000 

 

● M size 

DAIWA 4000～5000 

SHIMANO 6000～10000 

 

Common color 

01●Blue 

02●Red 

03●Black 

 

 

FISHERMAN 
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FISHERMAN 

The spool of reek shipped the salt water at the time of 

movement by ship.  

So, we developed FISHERMAN spool cover. 

It protects a spool and a line from a collision of an ultraviolet ray 

and a reel. Moreover, it can use also as a spool case or a spool 

protector. Since it can use at the time of movement, with a line 

rolled, it is very convenient. By rolling a line from on a cover, you 

can use it, with a jig or lure attached. 

  
Type２ 

Attaching a jig to a line, a piece of Velcro is fastened so that a 

roller guide part may be wrapped in. 

*Under patent application.  

*Under industrial new design application. 

FISHERMAN 

 HANDLE GRIP 2000  Color: Gold, Silver, Gunmetal  ※VANSTAL: Gold, Black 

※SALTIGA-Z: Saltiga Blue, Saltiga Silver, Silver, Red, Gold. ※02STELLA SW: Silver, Gold, Gunmetal, Red, Royal Blue, Light Blue 

The form is sealing waterproofing, multi-hole lightweight, and the hand of human being is the handle with which the soft curved surface. 

Anglers do’t get tired. With elaborate making, smooth reeling is made in exquisite balance. We promise  anglers the number of more fish. 

Ｂｉｇ Ｇａｍｅ ２０００ ￥9.440- 
★DAIWA ＊TDX5000～6000 HIA  ＊SALTIGA-Z5000～6000 

★SHIMANO ＊95 STELLA 6000H～10000H 
＊98＆99 STELLA 5000～16000 {include PG} 
＊02STELLA SW8000～20000 

★VANSTAAL 250～300       FISHERMAN 

Ｌｉｇｈｔ Ｇａｍｅ ２０００ ￥8.230- 
★DAIWA  TDX 5000～4000 HIA 

★SHIMANO  ＊95 STELLA 6000H～10000H 
＊98＆99 STELLA 5000～16000 
＊02 STELLA SW4000～6000 

★VANSTAAL 200～250 

 

 The color of STELLA ＳＷ 

 

 FREELY TYPE HANDLE GRIP  ￥7.140-  
★for STELLA FW3000・4000S ＆ ＡR2500・3000 

 

 

 LIGHT GAME HANDLE ￥7140-  
★SHIMANO 99 STELLA 3000～4000  

★RYOBI FISHING SAFARI 
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 HIGH TENSION DRAG WASHER  
It is the tune-up part of the drag..  

The power is demonstrated at the  

time of the drag tension 5kg or more! 

￥1.180- 
TYPE      CORRESPONDENCE 

TYPE－Ａ   for TOURNAMENT 

TYPE－Ｂ   for PENN 

TYPE－Ｃ   for TD-X HiA 

TYPE－Ｄ   for 98 STELLA 

 
FISHERMAN 
 

 

 

 

 

 ALUMINUM ROD CASE   
内寸142ｃｍ×19ｃｍ×10ｃｍ￥45.800- 

内寸155ｃｍ×19ｃｍ×10ｃｍ ￥5.1600- 
 

It is the aluminum rod case for GT or big games. It is light and is very convenient 

to carry. It is the inside dimension containing the object for GT and jiging rod of 

our company, "YELLOWTAIL BG70", "MONSTER CC" etc. 

 
Size  Length x Horizontal x Width: 120 x 1330 x 220mm 

（inside）: (42 & 50) x (1305) x (195)mm 

 ROD BELT B.G & L.G  
Ｂ.Ｇ ￥3.510-   (thickness 5mm) 

In a 2 types (40cm×7cm) & (35 cm×7cm) 

Color: Blue 

 ←  L.G 

color 
Ｌ.Ｇ ￥1.180-   (thickness 4mm) 

In a 2 L.G ROD BELT.  Size:35cm ×4.5cm 

Color: Red, Navy, Black 
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 ROD FLEECE COVER                               
According to the length of our rod, it made from 1.5mm 

strong soft fleece cloth. It is good for, when packing in a 

rod case, since it is compact! Your rod is protected. The 

pocket into grip for 1&half can  is attached!   

Color: Navy, Red 

 
 

CODE/SIZE Length×Length of pocket CORRESPONDENCE: EXAMPLE for ROD NAME PRICE 

ＡＰ（1&half） 215×110ｍｍ GIANT86.82, BIG GAME86.82, BG JACK, GIANT TUNA88 etc. ￥3,640- 

２ＡＰ（1&half） 180×110ｍｍ GT-GAME-T & GT-GAME-T.RS, GIANT TUNA80 etc. ￥3.510- 

３ＡＰ（1&half） 160×110ｍｍ YellowTailBG70, MONSTER CC70.72, GT MONSTERＴ74etc. ￥3.380- 

４ＡＰ（1&half） 122×90ｍｍ YellowTail ver1～４L etc. ￥2,920- 

ＯＡ（1piece） 230ｍｍ BG OCEAN70～MONSTER etc. ￥2,810- 

２ＯＡ（1piece） 210ｍｍ BG OCEAN+2～BG OCEAN etc. ￥2.290- 

Ｂ３Ｐ（３piece） 110ｍｍ GIANT 82T.86T etc. ￥4.240- 

１ＫＳＭ 50ｘ1810ｍｍ KAIEN ShoreMagic 1065SSP 113SP 114SP ￥2,410- 

2ＫＳＭ 50ｘ1650ｍｍ KAIEN ShoreMagic 933SP 934SP 965SP ￥2.290- 

3ＫＳＭ 50ｘ1450ｍｍ KAIEN ShoreMagic 733SP 734SP 833SP 834SP 865SP ￥2.180- 

Ａ   ＢＢＣ ＋ CROSS LOCK SWIVEL ￥1.180- 
By making the head of bearing slim, the resistance at 

the time of vertical jigging became small.Moreover, 

since the rate of elasticity of 

 the stainless steel line of a CROSS LOCK SWIVEL 

part is raised, although a fish bites a joint part,it 

prevents that it separates since a cross lock is a 

two-step wire system! . It is not noticed by the fish 

with a stainless steel 304 blade steel specification 

black body. 

Size(in 1 pack): 30ｌｂ(7), 40ｌｂ(7), 60ｌｂ(6), 100ｌｂ(6),  

120ｌｂ(5) 

Ｂ  CRANE SALKAN ＋ CROSS LOCK SWIVEL ￥810- 

The cross lock was added to the strong crane salkan! When a fish bites a joint part, 

it prevents that it separates since a cross lock is a two-step wire system! . It is not 

noticed by the fish with a stainless steel 304 blade steel specification black 

body.Size(in 1 pack): 30lb(6), 40lb(5), 60lb(5), 100lb(5), 120lb(4), 160lb(4), 200lb(4) 

{Hawaiian swivel} ★30~100Lb: Amberjack, Dogtooth tuna, Dolphin, Seabass etc.       

 SRS SWIVEL                            SPLIT RING                           

This joint system is the most strong. In the world. 

SRS SWIVEL(SPRIT RING ＋ SRS SWIVEL) ￥960- 

This SRS SWIVEL made from new strong salkan. 

From the conventional crane salkan, it has twice as many 

intensity as this, durability, and the outstanding turn 

performance. It is preeminent for reliability! . 

Ｓｉｚｅ(in 1 pack): 60ｌｂ, 120ｌｂ, 200ｌｂ, 300ｌｂ 

  
FISHERMAN 

 This SPLIT RING is the most strong. In the world.  ￥1.180- 

It is the strongest split ring in the world which used stainless steel 304 

steel blade and processed by the barrel disposal. 

Suzuki Fumio who worried about fighting with big fish, and he devised this 

split ring at 1996. The original know-how of our company is the revolution 

of a split ring. It is indispensable to big fish fishing 

Ｓｉｚｅ(in 1 pack): 40lb(28), 45lb(28), 50lb(26), 60lb(24), 80lb(24), 

 120lb(22), 120lb(20){oval}, 200lb(18), 300lb(14) 

 
FISHERMAN 
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 STAINLESS BLADE  ￥570- 

BEETLE BLADE  &  BUG BLADE 

This blade was developed for salt water & bass..  

A fish is drawn near by the vibration sound which  

V cut produces and which is not until now, and  

tricky motion. It was hard to rust by stainless steel  

use more positively. 

Type(in 1 pack): #6 (2), #4 (3), #3 (3), #2(4) 

 

  
 

SPARKLE BLADE (Industrial new design PAT3099202) 

 
 

 

The flash effect with center edge.…The 

light and the shadow which clarified were 

made by making a mountain in the center 

of a blade.  

The Flushing effect invites a fish.  

Stainless steel. …By adopting the 

stainless steel 304 strong against rusting, 

marine severe damage from salt water is 

prevented. 

It is overly lightweight and a low speed 

also rotates.  

This blade generates a wave motion by 

screw design. 

#41/2・3pieces   #4・3pieces   #31/2・4pieces    #3・4pieces 
55×22ｍｍ  50×20ｍｍ  44×18ｍｍ   40×16ｍｍ 

 

 

  SUNGLASSES BAND  ￥1.070- 

 
This is necessaries at the time of a fight and casting! . 

 

Color（reversible）: Blue x Gray / Red x Black 

 

FISHERMAN 
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FISHERMAN 

For fishing 

LIFE PRESERVERS 

 

For the worst 
 

We carry out the durability test of  all FISHERMAN LIFE PRESERVERS for 24 hours. 

 
 

 

  GT FISHING and LIFE PRESERVERS  

GT anglers need the preservers for save his life. 
But this fishing is very hard. In boat is very hot.  
And anglers’ temperature is high by high momentum. 
Therefore anglers don’t like normal life preservers of suspender type. 
So we develop the life preservers that is good ventilation and no disturbance. 
Waist supporter type 1 is good at waist supporter with good ventilation. And 
anglers use as spinning harness. 
There is unconfortable yet. 

 

 

 

 We thougt the life preservers  
It is natural that if anglers don’t fall into the 
water, the life preservers have no effect. 
But it does not know when anglers fall into 
the water.. 
So we thought the life preservers that anger 
want use it by equipment of fishing items. 
You can select from 4 life preservers. They 
have each characteristic  
Please select them to your fishing style. 
 

 
 
 

 

No 18g Co2/32mlcartridge bottles 
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MESH CAP ￥1,880- 

 It is standard 

goods for fishing trip and summer!! 

Color●Navy ●Red 

 COTTON CAP ￥2.290- 

 
It is good from autumn to spring. 

Color●Navy ●Red 

  B.G BANDANA  (70×60cm) ￥1,630- 

 
This bandana is the biggest area in the world! 

Color（cloth/pattern）: ○whoite/●Blue 

●Blue/●Light Blue , ●Red/●Green 
ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

 LOGO TOWEL   

\1,100- （a 2towel pack） 

 

 
By width is the long type, you can also around the head. 

It is high quality cotton 100％! 

This is agreeble to the touch! 

Color (cloth/pattern) 

 

①●Red/●White, 

●White/●Navy 
 

②●Navy/●White 

●White/●Red 

size: 90×35ｃｍ 

 

 PORTABLE STRAP  

―SHORT TYPE―  

 

 
 string color: Navy 

★pure Silver \4.290-  

★18 Gold \3.6240- 
（18 gold have diamond of 0.01carat） 

 

―SOLID ＧＴ TYPE― 

★Silver925  \4.570- 

★18 Gold \26.700- 

 

 PENDANT  

★Silver \4.570- 18 Gold \26.700- 

It is the same form as solid GT 

type of portable strap. 

 

 Extra large HOLOGRAM SHEET   
27ｘ19cm   

1 sheet￥320- 4 sheet set ￥1.070- 
（a each sheet except Amberjack） 

 EMBLEM  
SQUARE \1.200-   OVAL \1.320-  

OVAL \1.650-    SQUARE \1.100-  

  
(5x7cm)  (6.5x9cm)   （3.5ｘ17.8ｃｍ） (4x11cm) 

 IRON PRINT (transcription by heat)   
It is recommendation at one point,  

such as the polo-shirt!  \660 

 

7.6x1. 3cm, 6.3x 2.5cm, 6x2.2cm, 7.8x1.2cm 

①  

②  

③  

④  

⑤  
①Star checkered ②Tornado 

③Square ④lozenge cross 

⑤Amberjack 

 STICKER   

Ａ1(yellow) 

A2(green) 

\380- 

 
13.5cm 

Ｂ1(pink)B2(yellow) 

\380 

 
16.2x8.3cm 

Ｃ \490- 

 
14.5x12cm 

Ｄ1 \550-  Ｄ2 \320- 

 
13.2ｘ10ｃｍ   9.2x7cm 

Ｅ1 \550-  Ｅ2 \320- 

 
13x10cm  7.5x10cm 

Ｆ1(clear/white)  F2(clear/black) 

F3(Black/Gold)  F4(Silver/Black) 

 25x10cm 
Ｆ5(clear/black)  F6(clear/white) 

reverse   Ｆ \660- 

Ｇ1(silver)   G2(gold) 

  
4.5 x 21cm   Ｇ\280- 

DAINOSAUR \550- 

 
10.5x25cm 

 

WINDOW STICKER \10.400- 
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 ORIGINAL T-SHIRT  \3,410- size Ｍ・Ｌ・ＬＬ （S and 3L is shown each other）  *the size is for japanese. 

 
GUIDE SERVICE 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

20 OVER 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

 
CHARTER BOAT 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

 
BIG TREVALLYS 

＊white cloth 

 

 
TEAM FISHERMAN 

＊white cloth 

 
CRAZY FISHERMAN 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Ｔ－Shirt ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Ｔ－Shirt 

 
SOUTH REVOLVE 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

 
NATIONAL PARK 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

 
URAUCHI RIVER 

＊white cloth 

 

 
WILD CAT 

＊white cloth 

 

 
FIELD TESTER 

＊white cloth 

  
ＧＴ ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

＊white cloth 

 

 

 
GUIDE SERVICE 2 

＊white cloth 
・yellow/red 

・navy/light blue 
＊navy cloth 
・navy/light blue 

 
SALT WATER GEAR 

＊earth green cloth 

＊beige cloth 

＊navy cloth 

＊black cloth 

 
\3.410 

 

\2,800 

OVAL FISHERMAN 
＊white cloth ＊navy cloth ＊gray cloth 

   
（thre is yellow at white cloth only） 

 
POPPERS 
＊white cloth 
\3.410 
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ORIGINAL POLO-SHIRT  \7.480- size Ｍ・Ｌ・ＬＬ （S and 3L is shown each other）  *the size is for japanese. 

 
GIDE SERVICE 

＊white cloth 

＊navy cloth 

 
20 OVER 

＊white cloth 

＊navy cloth 

 
FIELD TESTER 

＊white cloth 

 

 

 

 
GUIDE SERVICE 

＊navy cloth 

＊white cloth 
 ※there is S size.  

 ORIGINAL SWEAT SHIRT  \7.590- size Ｍ・Ｌ・ＬＬ（S and 3L is shown each other）  *the size is for japanese. 

 
GUIDE SERVICE 

＊white cloth 

＊gray cloth 

 
FIELD TESTER 

＊navy cloth 
＊gray cloth 

※there is S size 
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＊navy cloth 
＊gray cloth 
＊white cloth 

 

 
TURISHI 

＊navy cloth 
＊gray cloth 

・green/red 
・blue/light blue 

 
GUIDE SERVICE2 

＊navy cloth 
＊gray cloth 
＊white cloth 

※there is S size 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Ｔ－Shirt ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Ｔ－Shirt 

color sample ■navy ■gray    

 
★All FISHERMAN Ｔ-shirt is made in Japan.. 

 ORIGINAL  YACHT PARKA  \8.330-  

  
color: Black, Navy, Blue, Red 

size Ｓ・Ｍ・Ｌ・ＬＬ・3Ｌ 

FISHERMAN LOGO T-SHIRT ￥3.410-  

 ■ ■ ■ 
size Ｓ・Ｍ・Ｌ・ＬＬ・3Ｌ   color: Navy, Gray, White 

 ■fresh color（only white cloth）  
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〒907-0022 11 Okawa Ishigaki-city Okinawa JAPAN 

TEL +81-980-83-5318  FAX 81-980-83-5297 

e-mail giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp 

 

■ Since it may change the standard. And the specification without a preliminary announcement , please understand. 

■ Goods colors may differ somewhat on the character of printing ink.  

■ The consumption tax is not included in the prices of goods.  

■ Forbid an unapproved copy. 
 

20１４/09 Wear＆Goods ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 


